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h i g h l i g h t s
A simple mathematical model is built to explain why the pattern of delivery of TBS is crucial in determining the direction of change in synaptic efficiency. The pattern-dependent after-effects and interactions with voluntary contraction can be successfully modelled by using reasonable assumptions about known cellular mechanisms of plasticity.
The model provides insight into development of new plasticity induction protocols using TMS, and it may be possible to develop new protocols of TBS by manipulating parameters in the model.
a b s t r a c t
Objective: Theta burst stimulation, a form of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation, can induce lasting changes in corticospinal excitability that are thought to involve long-term potentiation/depression (LTD/LTD)-like effects on cortical synapses. The pattern of delivery of TBS is crucial in determining the direction of change in synaptic efficiency. Previously we explained this by postulating (1) that a single burst of stimulation induces a mixture of excitatory and inhibitory effects and (2) those effects may cascade to produce long-lasting effects. Here we formalise those ideas into a simple mathematical model. Methods: The model is based on a simplified description of the glutamatergic synapse in which post-synaptic Ca 2+ entry initiates processes leading to different amount of potentiation and depression of synaptic transmission. The final effect on the synapse results from summation of the two effects. Results: The model using these assumptions can fit reported data. Metaplastic effects of voluntary contraction on the response to TBS can be incorporated by changing time constants in the model.
Conclusions:
The pattern-dependent after-effects and interactions with voluntary contraction can be successfully modelled by using reasonable assumptions about known cellular mechanisms of plasticity. Significance: The model could provide insight into development of new plasticity induction protocols using TMS. Ó 2010 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Repeated electrical stimulation of neural circuits in the brains of animal preparations can alter the efficiency of synaptic transmission and lead to synaptic long-term potentiation (LTP) or longterm depression (LTD), which in turn are thought to be closely linked to processes of learning, memory and functional cortical reorganisation in response to injury (Hess and Donoghue, 1994) . In the past 10-15 years, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) and transcranial direct current stimulation (TDCS) have emerged as potential methods for causing similar changes in the cerebral cortex of conscious humans (Muellbacher et al., 2000; Siebner and Rothwell, 2003; Ziemann, 2004) . In general, as in animal studies using direct electrical stimulation of cortex, experiments using rTMS over the motor cortex have suggested that the frequency of stimulation is the most important determinant of the direction of the after-effects. Thus, low-frequency (1 Hz) stimulation tends to reduce corticospinal excitability (i.e. an LTD-like effect) whereas higher frequencies (5 Hz or more) tend to increase excitability (an LTP-like effect).
This ''rule of frequency" has worked very well for many years, and at a cellular level has been assumed to result from differences in the pattern of Ca 2+ influx through post-synaptic NMDA receptors that are induced by different stimulation frequencies. However, the recently introduced TMS protocol of theta burst stimulation (TBS),
